Abstract. Rewrite strategies are used to specify how mathematical exercises are solved in interactive learning environments, and to provide feedback to students solving such exercises. We have developed a generic strategy language with which we can specify rewrite strategies in many (mathematical) domains. Although our strategy language is quite powerful, it lacks an essential component for specifying strategies, namely the interleaving of two strategies. Often students have to perform multiple subtasks, but the order in which these tasks are performed is irrelevant, and steps of solutions may be interleaved. We show the need for combinators that support interleaving by means of several examples. We extend our strategy language with different combinators for interleaving, define the semantics of the extension, and show how the interleaving combinators are implemented in the parsing framework we use for recognizing student behavior and providing hints.
Introduction
Strategies specify how a wide range of exercises can be solved incrementally, such as bringing a logic proposition to disjunctive normal form, reducing a matrix, solving a quadratic equation, or calculating with fractions. In previous work [13] we have developed a language for rewrite strategies for exercises and a framework for feedback services built on top of this language, which is now used in intelligent tutoring systems such as MathDox [7] , the Digital Mathematics Environment of the Freudenthal Institute [8] , and the ActiveMath system [17] to follow student behavior, report applications of buggy rules, give hints, and show worked-out examples.
Rewrite strategies for exercises and the strategy language in which they are formulated should satisfy a number of requirements:
-The strategy language is generic: it can be used for any domain in which exercises are solved by incrementally applying rules, such as logic, algebra, programming, etc. -It is possible to automatically calculate feedback given a strategy and actions of a user on an exercise that is solved using the strategy.
-Strategies satisfy the cognitive fidelity principle [3] : they reflect textbook descriptions of procedures for solving exercises. -Strategies are observable: we can print, inspect, adapt, and even transform strategies, so that teachers can use variants of a strategy, and students can customize the level of feedback when solving an exercise [12] . -Strategies are compositional : a strategy can be reused verbatim in another strategy.
Our strategy language satisfies these requirements to a large extent, but we have encountered a number of cases where some of the above requirements are not fulfilled. These cases are related to the cognitive fidelity principle and the compositionality requirement. For example, when solving the equation x 2 (2x 2 − 1) = 4(2x 2 −1), the textbook procedure says: apply the rule AC =BC ⇒ A=B ∨ C =0 to obtain the two quadratic equations x 2 = 4 and 2x 2 − 1 = 0, and then solve these equations. So clearly the strategy for solving quadratic equations is reused in the strategy for solving equations of a higher-degree. When presenting a solution to a student, we want to first solve one quadratic equation, and then the other. But a student may solve the two equations in any order, and even switch halfway from one equation to the other. At the moment it is very hard to satisfy both requirements: our strategy for higher-degree equations does reuse the quadratic strategy, but it does not satisfy the cognitive fidelity principle. The main cause for this is the fact that we lack a language component for expressing that two strategies have to be solved, but the order in which they are solved does not matter, and steps for solving the strategies may be interleaved. For such functionality, we need an interleaving combinator for strategies.
Interleaving is a common operator in communicating sequential processes (CSP) [14] . It also appears under the names parallel and merge [4] , but we prefer the name interleave, because it best describes the semantics of the operator we need. Parallel normally suggests that actions are performed simultaneously, which is not important in our case. In this paper we show how to extend our strategy language with several constructs to interleave strategies. The main interleave strategy combinator takes two strategies as argument, and allows a student to take steps from either of the two strategies, and finishes whenever both argument strategies are finished. We describe the semantics of the added constructs, derive properties for them, and show how they are implemented in our framework. The implementation is rather challenging because of the presence of so-called "administrative rules", which are rules that are silently applied (e.g., for navigating through a term). These rules are essential for our framework, but are not directly derived from user actions. With the extended strategy language we can more easily compose strategies, write strategies in a more natural fashion, and provide better feedback to students. The contributions of this paper are an explanation of the importance of adding facilities for specifying interleaving to a rewrite strategy language for exercises, and an implementation of the extended strategy language as a parser that recognizes student behavior and gives feedback. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we explain the need for interleaved strategies by means of several examples. Section 3 adds an interleaving strategy combinator to our strategy language, and gives its semantics. Section 4 shows how to implement an interleaving combinator for strategies in our framework, after which Section 5 discusses several design decisions about dealing with administrative rules. Section 6 shows how the added combinators help in formulating strategies for our examples. Section 7 discusses related and future work, and concludes.
Examples
For many exercises it is essential that we can specify that two (or more) strategies should be interleaved. This section gives examples, and discusses why existing strategy language constructs are not sufficiently expressive for these exercises.
Example: applying tautologies. In many courses on logic students are asked to rewrite logic expressions to some normal form, such as the disjunctive normal form (DNF). There are several procedures for rewriting a logic expression to DNF: one is to propagate all occurrences of the constants true and false, then replace implications and equivalences by their definitions, push negations topdown inside to the leaves of the logic expression using the rules for negation, and, finally, distribute ∧ over ∨ to reach DNF. Furthermore, whenever a tautology or contradiction appears, simplify the formula by turning it into a constant. The first four steps are nicely captured in a strategy, but we need special machinery to model the last step for tautologies and contradictions. We could replace every rule that appears in the first four steps by the choice of that rule and the rules for tautologies and contradictions. However, such a transformation is not compositional, and bloats up strategies into huge artifacts that are hard to understand and maintain.
Example: solving polynomial equations of higher-degree. Suppose a student solves higher-degree equations in an interactive learning environment. Some higherdegree equations can be solved by applying the rule AC =BC ⇒ A=B ∨ C =0, where the equations in the right-hand side of the rule have at most degree two. Of course, it does not matter in which order the student solves the resulting equations A = B and C = 0, and she might even switch between solving the equations halfway. However, when we present a solution to a student, we prefer not to switch between solving the two equations. How do we describe a strategy that accepts this student behavior, and still gives hints to the student when she asks for it? We can easily express that a student should first solve the first equation and then the second, or vice versa, but this disallows switching between the two equations halfway. At the moment, we use a flexible strategy to solve these equations, which expresses that any rule from the quadratic strategy can be applied anywhere in the two equations. Since this leads to many choices, we have specified an order on the rules, and preferred rules are applied first. As a consequence, our worked-out solution interleaves steps in solving the two equations, but sometimes in a non-intuitive way. The strategy violates the cognitive fidelity principle because not all solutions reflect the textbook description. The fact that we use a flexible strategy which accepts any rule from a particular set of rules violates the compositionality requirement: although we instruct students to apply the rule AC =BC ⇒ A=B ∨ C =0 and then solve the resulting quadratic equations, we do not reuse the strategy for quadratic equations because that would disallow some student behavior. In this case, it was possible to relax the strategy for solving quadratic equations, such that students are allowed to switch between multiple equations that come from a single higher-degree equation. In more complicated situations, this approach might no longer be feasible.
More examples. We have used our strategy framework to develop an intelligent tutoring system for learning functional programming [10] . The tool supports the gradual refinement of programs until a program is determined to be equivalent to a model solution. Programs under development may contain one or more "holes" that need to be further refined. A student can refine these holes in any order, and a refinement step can introduce new holes. Again, to follow and support this behavior, we need a way to specify that an exercise consists of a number of strategies that can be solved in an interleaving fashion.
Other example applications which would profit from an interleaving construct for strategies are found in specifying rules for cleaning up expressions after a rewrite rule has been applied, and in tools for teaching theorem proving [16] . If such a tool has to follow the actions of a student and allow her to work on any of the subtrees to be proven, then interleaved strategies are needed for exactly the same reasons as for the functional programming tutor. Interleaving also solves the simpler problem of specifying a strategy that requires a number of rules to be applied once, but the order is irrelevant. At the moment we specify this by repeating the rules until they cannot be applied anymore, which often amounts to the same thing, but which will not work in more complicated situations.
Until now we have developed our strategies without interleaving constructs for strategies. This has led to strategies that are less precise or too strict, and harder to maintain, reuse, and adapt. Sometimes, this leads to problems in using our tools. For example, the "applying tautologies" example described above appears at the top of the list of suggested improvements to our tool for rewriting logic expressions to DNF. It is possible to specify the interleaving of strategies explicitly, but this would give huge strategies: the text size of explicitly specifying the interleaving of two strategies is more than exponential in the text size of the two argument strategies. Concluding, we need to add an interleaving strategy combinator to our strategy language.
Interleaving and Rewrite Strategies
In this section we show how to add interleaving to our strategy language. We will first explore the concepts of interleaving and atomicity, after which we extend the strategy language. The notation we adopt, for interleaving and for rewrite strategies, is inspired by the algebra of communicating processes (ACP) [4] . The concise syntax makes it suitable for the type of specifications found in this paper (compared to the implementation-oriented syntax used in other papers [13, 12] ). Although we use a mathematical notation in the rest of this paper, the definitions directly correspond to programs in a functional programming language like Haskell [19] , and we use Haskell's semantics for recursive equations defining functions.
Interleaving Sentences
We use a, b, c, ... to denote symbols, and x , y, z for sentences (sequences) of such symbols. As usual, we write for the empty sequence, and xy (or ax ) for concatenation. We start by defining the interleaving of two sentences (x y): this operator can be defined conveniently in terms of left-interleave (denoted by x y, and also known as the left-merge operator [4] ), which expresses that the first symbol should be taken from the left-hand side operand. ACP traditionally defines interleave in terms of left-interleave (and "communication interleave") to obtain a sound and complete axiomatization for the algebra of communicating processes [9] .
For example, the result of interleaving the sentences abc and de (that is, abc de) results in the following set:
{abcde, abdce, abdec, adbce, adbec, adebc, dabce, dabec, daebc, deabc}
The set abc de only contains the six sentences that start with symbol a. It is worth noting that the number of interleavings for two sentences of lengths n and m equals (n+m)! n!m! . This number grows quickly with longer sentences. An alternative definition of interleaving two sequences, presented by Hoare in his influential book on CSP [14] , is by means of three laws:
Interleaving Sets
The operations for interleaving sentences can be lifted to work on sets of sentences by considering all combinations of elements from the two sets. Let X , Y , and Z be sets of sentences. The lifted operators are defined as follows:
For instance, {a, ab } {c, cd } yields a set containing 14 elements:
{abc, abcd, ac, acb, acbd, acd, acdb, ca, cab, cabd, cad, cadb, cda, cdab}
From these definitions, it follows that the lifted operator for interleaving is commutative, associative, and has { } as identity element. The left-interleave operator is not commutative nor associative, but has the interesting property that (X Y ) Z is equal to X (Y Z ).
Atomicity
In the case of rewrite strategies, it is useful to have a notion of atomic blocks within sentences. In such a block, no interleaving should occur with other sentences. We write x to make sequence x atomic: if x is a singleton, the angle brackets may be dropped. Atomicity obeys some simple laws: = (the empty sequence is atomic) a = a (all primitive symbols are atomic) x y z = xyz (nesting of atomic blocks has no effect)
In particular, it follows that x = x . Atomic blocks nicely work together with the definitions given for the interleaving operators, including the lifted operators: sentences now consist of a sequence of atomic blocks, where each block itself is a non-empty sequence of symbols. For instance, a bc de f will return:
{a bc de f , a de bc f , a de f bc , de a bc f , de af bc , de fa bc }
In the end, when no more interleaving takes place, the blocks have no longer any meaning, and can be discarded. Permuting sentences (i.e., enumerating all different orderings of a list of sentences, and concatenating these sentences) can be thought of as a simpler form of interleaving. More specifically, the sentences themselves should not be interleaved, which can be done by making the sentences atomic. Hence, we define permute [x 1 , ..., x n ] as x 1 ... x n . For example, permute [ab, cde, f ] = {abcdef , abfcde, cdeabf , cdefab, fabcde, fcdeab }
Interleaving Strategies
A rewrite strategy is a context free grammar with rewrite rules as terminal symbols. A rewrite strategy is defined in terms of strategy combinators, and is described by the following grammar:
The basic components (symbols) of our language are rewrite rules r . Two (sub)-strategies can be combined into a strategy using the choice (+) or sequence (·) combinator, with 0 (always fails) and 1 (always succeeds) as its unit element, respectively. The main purpose of our strategy language is to track student behavior, and to automatically calculate feedback based on the strategy and the current term. For this purpose we need to mark positions in the strategy, for which we use labels ( ). Such a label can, for example, be associated with a feedback text related to its particular position in the strategy.
Strategies can have recursive parts, at arbitrary positions. We use the fixpoint operator µ f σ = f σ (µ f σ ) for this, where f σ is a function that takes a strategy and returns one. With this operator, numerous derived combinators can be added to the strategy language, such as many σ = µx .1 + σ · x .
The language (or semantics) of a strategy is a set of sentences, where each sentence is a sequence of (atomic blocks of) rewrite rules. Function L generates the language of a strategy, by interpreting it as a context-free grammar.
With this semantics, it is easy to verify that the combinators (+) and (·) form a semiring, as one would expect. This interpretation introduces the special rules Enter and Exit (parameterized by some label ) that show up in sentences. These rules are used to trace positions in strategies. In Section 5 we discuss the subtleties of labels in strategies. We extend the strategy language with new constructs for atomicity, interleaving, and left-interleaving:
The semantics for the new constructs is defined in terms of the lifted operators:
Of course, more variations of interleaving can be added to the strategy language in a similar fashion, such as a combinator for permuting strategies. A second example is a variant of interleave that always takes steps from the left-hand side strategy if this is possible (and only if this fails, steps from the right operand), and finishes when no more steps can be done on either side.
The interleaving strategy combinator inherits the properties of the lifted interleaving operator that works on sets: it is commutative and associative, and has 1 as identity element. Because interleaving distributes over choice (that is, σ 1 (σ 2 + σ 3 ) = (σ 1 σ 2 ) + (σ 1 σ 3 )), we have a second semiring. Also leftinterleave distributes over choice. The operator that makes a strategy atomic is idempotent, and distributes over choice σ 1 + σ 2 = σ 1 + σ 2 . Many more properties can be found in the literature on ACP [4] . We use the properties of the strategy combinators for several purposes:
-Our implementation can be tested against these properties, and we have done so using the QuickCheck tool [6] . -The properties help strategy writers to reason about their strategies, and it provides insight into how the combinators behave. -They will prove useful in defining the strategy recognizer, which is the topic of the next section.
Implementing Interleaving Strategies
Section 3 defines a language to specify rewrite strategies for exercises, extended with interleaving combinators. The definition of the semantics of this language is not suitable for implementing feedback services such as following the behavior of students, and giving hints and worked-out examples. For this, we need to develop a parser that can recognize student actions, give the next expected symbol when a student asks for a hint, or generate a complete worked-out example. For recognizing sentences, it is sufficient to define the functions empty and firsts [13] . With these functions, input symbols can be consumed one after another, from left to right. Before we discuss how to implement the functions for the extended strategy language, we first have a look at an alternative specification for the interleaving combinator from an "operational" perspective.
We have three scenarios for parsing the strategy σ 1 σ 2 : start with input for σ 1 (represented by σ 1 σ 2 ), start with σ 2 , or test for the empty sentence.
In this definition interleaving stops only when both strategies have the empty sentence, which is what the first law in Hoare's definition expresses.
Defining empty
The function empty tests whether or not the empty sentence is generated by a strategy: empty (σ) = ∈ L (σ). The direct translation of this specification of empty to a functional program, using the definition of language L, gives a very inefficient program. Instead, we derive the following recursive function from this characterization, by performing case analysis on strategies:
These equations follow almost directly from the specification of L. There is no need to visit the recursive parts to determine the empty property for a strategy. The definition makes explicit that the left-interleave combinator never yields the empty sentence. The new definition for L (σ 1 σ 2 ) shows that both σ 1 and σ 2 need to have the empty property, otherwise / ∈ L (σ 1 σ 2 ). Interpreting these equations for empty as a Haskell program gives an efficient program that is linear in the size of the argument strategy.
Defining firsts
Given some strategy σ, the function firsts returns every rule that can start a sentence for σ, paired with a strategy that represents the remainder of that sentence. This is made more precise in the following specification (where r represents a rule, and x a sequence of rules):
As for the function empty, the direct translation of this specification into a functional program is infeasible. We derive an efficient implementation for firsts by performing a case analysis on strategies. The firsts set for the left-interleave case is somewhat challenging: this is exactly where we must deal with interleaving and atomicity. For a strategy σ 1 σ 2 , we split σ 1 into an atomic part and a remainder, i.e., σ 1 · σ 1 . After σ 1 without the empty sentence, we can continue with σ 1 σ 2 . This approach is summarized by the following property, where the use of rule r takes care of the non-empty condition:
Function split transforms a strategy into alternatives of the form r · σ 1 · σ 2 :
We briefly discuss the definitions for the new constructs: -Case σ : because atomicity distributes over choice, we can consider the elements of split σ (the recursive call) one by one. The transformation r · x · y = r · (x · y) · 1 is proven by first removing the inner atomic block, and basic properties of sequence. -Case σ 1 σ 2 : expressing this strategy in terms of left-interleave is justified by the definition of L (σ 1 σ 2 ) given in this section. For function split, we only have to consider the non-empty sentences.
-Case σ 1 σ 2 : left-interleave can be distributed over the alternatives. Furthermore, ( r · x · y) σ 2 = r · x · (y σ 2 ) follows from the definition of left-interleave on sentences (with atomic blocks).
With the function split, we can now define the function firsts needed for most of our feedback services:
Dealing with Administrative Rules
Our strategy framework uses administrative rules to change the context of an expression, but not the expression itself. Students cannot observe the application of administrative rules. Examples of such rules are tracking the labels in a strategy, keeping a focus (on a subexpression), and reading (or writing) a value from an environment. This section describes practical issues with administrative rules that arise when adding interleaving to the strategy language. We discuss how to deal with labels and navigation actions for moving the point in focus.
Labels in Strategies
Consider the sentences generated by the following strategy:
When ignoring labels, this strategy generates 10 (= 5! 2!3! ) sentences. For each labeled (sub)strategy, we insert administrative rules to mark where we enter or leave that strategy: σ thus becomes Enter ( ) · σ · Exit ( ) . These markings tell the framework where a student is in a strategy, and allows us to give appropriate feedback based on the labels. However, the extra steps also significantly increase the number of sentences ( 11! 4!7! = 330). This explosion in the number of sentences quickly makes the strategy unusable for the purpose of generating feedback and tracking student behavior: there are too many possibilities to choose from.
Since users cannot observe administrative rules, the sentences with the administrative rules do not add interleavings that are interesting for a user. It does not make sense to switch to another interleaved strategy right after an enter or exit step, and before a major (non-administrative) step is detected. Hence, we allow the prefixes Enter ( 1) 1) . This gives us again 10 sentences.
As a consequence of the administrative rules, we need variants of empty and firsts that skip over these rules and behave properly in the presence of interleaved parts, along the lines of the big step operator defined by Gerdes et al. [11] . For administrative rule r we have that r · σ can be transformed into r · σ . This property can be used to refine the split function for the left-interleave case.
Navigation Actions
Many rewrite strategies in mathematics rely on navigation combinators that move the focus to a particular subexpression. For this, we use the zipper datastructure [15] , and its operations such as moving up and down in a tree. In our strategies, we use the administrative rules Up and Downs. The rule for moving downwards returns multiple (zero or more) alternatives with a new focus, one for each child. With these navigation rules, we can define the somewhere combinator:
Again, interleaving poses an additional challenge when dealing with administrative rules, this time for navigation. Consider the strategy (somewhere σ 1 ) σ 2 , and assume that the rules in σ 2 take the current focus into account. It is undesirable to interleave the navigation actions from the left-hand side strategy with σ 2 . This gives highly unpredictable behavior, especially when σ 2 also performs navigation actions. Therefore, we make the result of somewhere atomic by default. When moving the focus down, all interleaved strategies are blocked until the matching up action is recognized. We do the same for the other navigation combinators (e.g., topDown, which applies a strategy at the highest possible position in a tree). Note that a somewhere combinator that does allow interleaving (for instance, because the other strategy is known to ignore the focus) can still be defined if desired.
Besides navigation, there are other ways in which rules of interleaved strategies can interfere. Examples are rules that read and write values to an environment, or a rule that assumes a certain invariant to hold when it is executed. For such cases, the strategy developer has to make parts of the strategy atomic, or take other measures to ensure non-interference. This sometimes makes developing strategies significantly more complex, which is not uncommon when concurrency is involved.
Examples Revisited
This section revisits the examples given in Section 2, and shows how we can define strategies for these examples using the interleaving combinators. Figure 1 presents a collection of rules for rewriting logical expressions. We assume that these rules are applied from left to right. Rules for expressing the associativity of conjunction and disjunction are missing: instead, we assume that the given rules are applied modulo the associativity of these operators. The rule set should also be completed by adding commutative variations of the presented rewrite rules (e.g., F ∨ φ = φ for OrFalse).
Applying Tautologies
The rules in Figure 1 are grouped into categories (such as "negations"), and we use this grouping to combine the rules and categories into strategies:
Basic Rules:
Constants:
Negations:
NotNot:
Additional Rules: Tautologies: ImplTaut: A straightforward approach to reach disjunctive normal form (DNF) is to apply the basic rules exhaustively (the repeat combinator), where somewhere makes sure that the rules can also be applied to subexpressions:
This strategy is very liberal, and also generates derivations that are less intuitive. The following refined strategy proceeds in four steps, and makes more precise which rule should be applied when, and where.
For example, consider applying strategy dnfSteps to ¬((p ∨ q) → p). This results in the following derivation (and for this logical proposition, no other derivation):
If we would have used strategy dnfExhaustive, many more derivations would have been allowed, including derivations where ¬¬(p ∨ q) is rewritten into ¬(¬p ∧ ¬q), giving seven steps in total (instead of just four). Suppose that we want to extend our strategies for reaching DNF, and also want to use rules for tautologies and contradictions. In the case of dnfExhaustive, this can be accomplished by changing its definition into: dnfExtra = repeat (somewhere (basics + additionals))
Changing the original strategy is not always possible, for instance if you want to have the original strategy (without the extra rules) but also the extended strategy (with the extra rules). An alternative approach is to reuse dnfExhaustive verbatim, and define dnfExtra as follows:
This definition has some disadvantages too. First of all, the strategy differs considerably from the informal description, and violates the cognitive fidelity principle. Such a difference also influences feedback. Secondly, during the execution of strategy dnfExhaustive, this strategy disallows applications of the additional rules. For instance, consider the proposition p ∨ ¬(p ∧ ¬q). After one step (taken from dnfExhaustive) this is rewritten into p ∨ ¬p ∨ ¬¬q. At this point, dnfExhaustive is not yet finished (because of the double negation), and as a result, the strategy disallows the step with rule OrTaut to T ∨ ¬¬q. Extending strategy dnfExhaustive using the interleaving combinator is straightforward: dnfExtra = label "extra" (repeat (somewhere additionals)) dnfExhaustive
The label in the strategy specification is not necessary, but it provides extra information that can be used for the generation of hints. We return to our earlier example, for which the extended strategy generates two more steps:
Observe the interleaving of steps in this derivation: AndOverOr and OrFalse originate from the dnfExhaustive strategy, whereas AndContr comes from the part labeled "extra". Note that this strategy also permits other derivations. Interestingly, our last definition of dnfExtra with interleaving is equivalent to the simpler strategy repeat (somewhere (basics + additionals)), and this equivalence can be shown using basic properties of our strategy combinators. To be precise, we need a property explaining how two interleaved repetitions behave:
. Likewise, we use that somewhere distributes over choice: somewhere (σ 1 + σ 2 ) = somewhere σ 1 + somewhere σ 2 . This emphasizes once more the need for having a clear semantics for the combinators.
Strategy dnfSteps can also be extended with rules for tautologies and contradictions. Constants are removed in the first step, but the constants introduced by the new rules have to be propagated as well. Hence, the extension to the dnfSteps strategy not only adds the new rules, but it also takes care of dealing with the newly introduced constants. The following code fragment shows a possible definition: extension = repeat (somewhere (additionals + constants)) dnfExtension = label "extension" extension dnfSteps Note that this definition is ambiguous in how the constants are removed, because dnfSteps can do this (in the first step), but also the extension. This ambiguity has no consequences for the feedback services we offer. The definition gives no priority to the extra rules: they may be used (if possible), but this is not mandatory. Also, it is not required to remove the constants that are introduced by a tautology or contradiction before continuing with bringing the logic expression to DNF.
Our strategy language is expressive enough to specify that constants have to be propagated immediately, including the ones from tautologies and contradictions. For this, we use the atomic combinator in the extension: extension = repeat somewhere additionals · repeat (somewhere constants)
Solving Polynomial Equations of a Higher-degree
Now that we have interleaving of strategies available, we can adapt the strategy for solving higher-degree equations to make it possible to: -reuse the strategy for solving quadratic equations; -follow student behavior even when a student switches from solving one equation to the other; -give hints about the equation the student is currently solving; and -show worked-out solutions in which first one of the two quadratic equations is solved, and then the other.
For the latter two points, strategies need to be labeled. The labels are used to determine where in a strategy a student is, and what the corresponding first step would be. Labeling a strategy can either be done automatically, or we can leave this to the strategy developer.
Conclusions and Related Work
We have shown how we can add interleaving combinators to our language for specifying rewrite strategies for exercises. We have implemented these combinators in our framework, such that we can follow student behavior, give hints, and show worked-out examples. The implementation of the new combinators, discussed in Section 4, can be translated almost literally to executable Haskell code, the programming language of our choice. The upcoming release of our framework on Hackage 2 will contain the new combinators. Using the interleaving combinators, we can specify strategies closer to textbook description of strategies, allow for more natural student behavior, specify more strategies compositionally, and give various kinds of feedback for strategies using the interleaving combinators. This makes it easier to develop, use, maintain, and reuse strategies.
Our strategy language [13] is similar to strategy languages used in computer science and theorem proving [21, 5, 1] extended with constructs that support giving feedback, such as labels (also present in [1] ) and navigation. An interleaving combinator for tactics is easily implemented in a theorem prover such as Isabelle [18] . The interleaving combinators are inspired by the work on communicating sequential processes (CSP) and the algebra of communicating processes (ACP) [14, 4] , but our goal is to model interactive exercises and to give feedback, instead of modeling concurrent processes. The differences between the ACP approach and our work is the interpretation of a strategy as a parser, which can deal with administrative rules, and the introduction of an operator for specifying atomicity. In contrast with ACP and CSP, we have found no need for adding a communication operator to our language. Our implementation can be seen as an "interleaving parser", which adds an extra level of (interleaving) complexity on top of "permutation parsers" [2] , which can be used to parse a number of elements in any order. Current parsing combinator libraries do not offer parser combinators for interleaving parsers.
